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ASIAN HISTORY
AND THE WESTERN HISTORIAN

REJOINDER TO .PROFESSOR BASTIN

T
I n bis paper, The Western Element in Modern Southeast Asian
1^ History,1 John Bastin has ventured an attempt at appraising the

trend among some contemporary scholars concerned wiith Asiaii history
to replace a Europe-cenitric approach by a more Asia-centric point of
view. The theme is interesting enough, and challenging indeed to a
ihistorian who faas been appointed to teach Asian history to Asian
students (the paper is an abbreviated versiün of Professor Bastin's
inaugural lecture on taking up the chair in history at the University
of Malaya in Kuala Lumpur on 14 December, 1959). Unfortunately,
in spite of his excellent qualities as a historiani, one may question, after
havirag reald Bastin's inaugural leeture, whether he has brought to bear
ifche detachment and depth of philosophical thought needed to tackle a
theoreticaJ problem of this magnitude. The shortcomings of Bastin's
approach to the problems of Europe-cenitrism and Asia-centrism
become the more apparent if one compares his lecture with the
enlightening and perspicatious observations recentiy made on the same
subject by Smaiil.2

Bastin rightly draws a distinction between the problem of historical
perspective and that of moral evailuaition of the past. Either issue may
give rise to the question whether the usual approach to Asian history

1 Papers on Southeast Asian Subjects, No. 2, Department of History, The
University of Malaya in Kuala Lumpur, 1960.

2 John R. W. Smail, "On the Possibility of an Autonomous History of Modern
Southeast Asia", in Journal of Southeast Asian History, Vol. II, No. 2
(July, 1961), pp. 72 ff. See also D. P. Singhal, "Some Comments on 'The
Western Eelement in Modern Southeast Asian History'", in Journal of
Southeast Asian History, Vol. I, No. 2 (September 1960), pp. 121 ff.;
G. I. T. Machin, "Colonial Post-Mortem: A Survey of the Historical
Controversy", in Journal of Southeast Asian History, Vol. III, No. 2
(September, 1962), pp. 129 ff.
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150 W. F. WERTHEIM.

should not be replaced by a less Europe-centric approach which does
more justice to the Asian counterpalts of those Western merchant-
•adventurers and colonizers who in the past attracted the main attention
of "coloniall" historianis. But in either case, in order to find a clue
towards a satisfactory answer one needs a more balanced attitude of
mind than that to which this lecture bears testimony.

Bastin is quite right in waming against the tendency to underrate
the Western conitribution to Asian history, in reaction to the tendency
of earlier "colonial" historians "to over-emphasize Western cultural
and politica! preponderance in the Southeast Asian region, particularly
during the sdxteenth and seventeenth centuries".3 And certaiflly he is
right 'in insisting ithat Van Leur overstated his case, and that Portuguese
power, for example, exerted far greater influence upon the Southeast
Asian world than the Dutöh scholar was willing to admit. This point,
previously advanced by Boxer,4 has recently been elaiborated in a
thorough and illuminating study presented as a doctoral diïssertation
at the University of Amsterdam by Mme M. A. P. Meilink-Roelofsz.5

It is an irony of scholarship that the promotor for this dissertation
was the late Jan Romein, whom Bastin has singled out as one of his
main 'targets in the lecture under review. For Bastin, apparently, it is
hard to concedve .that one can admire Van Leur as the pioneer of a
new approaoh without swallowing his theory skin and bones. Some
years ago I, for one, described his findings as forming a chaJlenge to
the scholarly world rather than a new gospel to be accepted without
further ado.6

However, if one can agree to an extent with Bastin's criticism of
the more extreme applications of an Asia-centric approach, it is much
more difficult to follow his thinking once he turns to the theoretica!
issue. Bastin refers to Pieter Geyl's rejeotion of the idea that history
(can be written "from a universal point of view", and expresses his
agreement with the Dutch fhistorian's belief that "no matter how noble
are the intentions of a Western historian to albandon a Europe-centric
outlook, he will never quite escape from his o m past, from his own
culturall heritage." 7 Further elalborating Geyl's argument as developed

3 Bastin, op. cit., p. 12.
4 C. R. Boxer, in his review of J. C. van Leur's Indonesian Trade and Society,

in Indonesië, Vol. VIII (1955), pp. 425 ff.
5 M. A. P. Meilink-Roelofsz, Asian Trade and European Influence in the

Indonesian Archipelago between 1500 and about 1630 (The Hague, 1962).
8 W. F. Wertheim, Herrijzend Azië (Arnhem, 1950), pp. 27 ff.
7 Bastin, op. cit., p. 15.
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in hifi valedictory lecture at the University of Utrecht,8 Bastin repeats,
apparently with approval, the rather pedestrian query how the historian
can "allow his mind, shaped in his own cultural environment... to be
dissolved in an unorganic and anarchie world without losing hold of
Ihis most fertile life-principle".

It is extremely unfortunate that Bastin, in approaching this problem,
has chosen to seek support from a historian who not only would appear
to be ignorant of the multiplicity of the problems raised by modern
research into Asian hiistory, fout who ostensibly lacks the sophistication
of mind required to détadh himself f rom parochial and traditional views.
It is saiddening that an expert on Southeast Asian history such as
Bastin indübitably is should approvingly quote a lecture, the author
of which evidently considers as stupid a proposal "that we should
prescribe extra-European history ais a subsidiary subject to (mark
well!) our best students", and who expresses the fear that an extension
of our secondary school curriculum to include Asian subjects could
"lead only to a disintegration of [Western] intellectual life and to
hotöhpotch in the pupils' heads." 9

But since Bastin does attach so much importance to Geyl's views,
we are compeHed to examine the Dutöh historian's arguments against
an attempt "to practise universalism". Universalism, deerns Geyl, is
"impractieaible". "The stage is too wide, the action on it too confusingly
varied. If one wants to depict it all in an intelligible connection, one
will have to survey it from a point of view, and how can anyone in
doing so detach himself from his country and civilizatóon ? . . . To each
of us his national history, to all of us the history of our Western
cultural community, must provide a point of departure and always a
point of orientation." 10

I am aifraid that thils way of arguing leads us nowhere. It is one
thing that most human beings are more interested in the history of
their own nation or geographic area than in that of far-away peoples
or places; for that reason it is a sound educaitional principle to have
young pupils start with a study of locad and nationall history. But it is
something else again to stop at that, aecepting such a parochial outlook
as final — in other words, to leave the 'Study of Asian history, as Geyl

8 Pieter Geyl, "The Vitality of Western Civilization", in Delta (Amsterdam),
Vol. II, No. 1 (Spring, 1959), pp. S ff.

8 Ibid., pp. 14—15.
10 Ibid., p. 14.
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would have us do, to "specialists". Worse still is it to keep up the
pretence of studying or (teaching "world history" and alt the same time
wilfully to shut one's eyes to the history of rthe greater part of mankind.

The main object of Geyl's valediotory lecture was to protest against
a betrayal of Western values. I would suggest, however, that one of
the finest produots of the Western historica! tradition is the ability
to look at oneself with a certain detachment. Coperniitaus and Galileo
taught us to disengage ourselves from the belief that the earth is the
centre of the universe; Darwin reminded us tihat humanity is part of
the natura! world; Freud instructed us to inspect our own minds with
the eyes of an outsider; and Marx succeeded in observing the existing
social struature from the proletarian point of view. And how could a
culturail anthropologist, for example, or an expert on customary law
in tropical countries, really undersitand foreign cultures without a
universalist and relativist state of mind? Without the relaitivist attitude
basic to Westem civilizaition1, the writing of history would never have
overcome its local, national, or faotional biaises, and we should not
have been aible even to develop anything like a "'history of the Western
cultural community", let alone a "world history". Even so, in the past
the struature and emphasis of history writing and history teaching
quite of ten was derived from the local chauvinism or group myths of
those who held a dominant position in society. The history of the
Netherlands has seddom been treated otherwise than as a history of
the two seaboard provinces constituting Holland', and until recently
even a Surinamese or Papuan child had to "dëtach himself from his
country and civilization", to use Geyl's phrase, by learning thst about
100 B.C. the Germanic tribe of the Batavians entered "our country".

It would seem to me, then, that if there is treason afoot, it is Geyl
himself who is 'betraying the Western cultural tradition in opposing
attempts to arrive at a more universal approach to hiistory. Of course
it will not be an easy task to disengage ourselves from an age-old
pattem of history writing which simply left most of the world out of
consideration. But again, it would be a betrayal of the Western tradition
of scholarship to shrink back from a task because it is not easy to
perform. The modern historian cannot possibly shut his eyes to the
fact that, whatever the impact of Western civilization upon the non-
European world during the past few centuries of European dominance,
Ihumanlity in its present state derives its heritage from many sources
spread over 'large parts of the world. An acknowledgement of t!he röle
played in human history by the peoples of Asia should not be attributed
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to "an anxiety to meet the politica! demands of a resurgent Asian
consciousness", as Bastin suspects.11 Nevertheless, it is tfhe loss of our
dominant position in the world which has opened our eyes to the
dynamic force of non-Western civilizatiöns throughout human history,
a force of whidh we were too long unaware, dazzled as we were by
the temporary splendour of Western ascendancy.

Even if we acknowledge that Western civilization has played a
decisive part in the history of Asia durmg the last few centuries, we
should never overlook 'the fact that the reoipients will tend to take
quite another view of ithis Western contribultion than the contributors
themselves: culturall arcthropology has taught us that any process of
acculturation imiplies an active process of learning nk>t intrinsically
different from the learning process of the growing child. The recipiënt
is alble to albsorb the novel element only when his previous experiences
make its acquisition meaningful; then alone can it be incorporated
within the itotality of his cultural apparatus. But in assimilating the
novel element, .the recipiënt i t the same time adapts it in such a way
as to make it an integral part of himself. He will, in retrospect, tend
*o stress tihe continuity with his own cultural past rather than the
break with the past caused by the intrusion of the foreign element.

In the present context this means that the distaince between Asian
civilizations and the West was much smaller than was generally realized
at the time when Western' domiraance was at its peak. If Asian civili-
zations had not combined traits akin to those to which the West owed
its achievemenits, it would not have been possible for Asian peoples to
catah up witih the West within such a short time. Western dominance,
apparenitly, ihad blinded us to the dynamic qualities of Asian civiliza-
tions, thus distonting our view of world history. On the oither hand,
Asians themselves, even if they are wiling to acknowledge the impact
of Western civilization, will tend to minimize its effect upon their
present conidlitibn, and will endeavour to build up a historical per-
speotive which stresses the continuity with their past.

The historian who attempts to develop a more umdversal view of
human history will have to take both trends inito accounlt: he wi'll
albandon the traditional view of the West as the centre of the world
in favour of a more bailanced approach in which the heritages of other
parts of .the world are integrated to form a single history of man; and
at the same time he will give due consideraltion to the fact that the

11 Bastin, op. cit., p. 14.
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historica] perspective öf each nation or other cultural unit faas its own
dhairaöteristic traite. Anyone attempting to write world history in any
genume sense of the term will have to transcend th'ose particularist
myths inherent in historical perception of the past, but he will at the
same time take cognizance of such national or group myiths as im-
portant historical phenomena with a streng impact upon human thought
and human action.

To Bastin's query whether the hiïstorian from the West can "ever
escape the dominating fact that his mind has been conditioned from
his birth by Western thought patterns and cultural influences",12 there
is, therefore, oniy one adequate rejoinder: "What if he cannot ?" When
Bastin asserts that modern study of Southeast Asian haBtory imposes
"a Western structural framewx>rk on that history", one can only agree,
if by this framework he implies an attempt to attain a higher degree
of oibjectivity, a striving aifter a bailanced outlook transcending parochial
myths — whether they be products of Western or Eastern parochialism.
But it is superfluous, anld in any case hardly enlightening, to deduce
'that this "Western structural framework" is inevitaible, as Bastin does,
from the faCt that the sources for Southeast Asian history are pre-
dominantly Western rather than Asian.

On the öther hand, if the "Western structural framework" of history
writing is really the best that can be attained for the time being, it is
unlikely to remain the exclusive preserve of Western historians for
long. Here aigain, a terminology shaiking off parochial biases and rem-
nants of feelings of superiority would be hearitily welcomed by those
who genuinely believe in a more universal approach. We should be
glad if what is now called "Western" civilization should one day grow
into "world" civilization. Yet here, again, Geyl objects with a parochial
argument. "Civilization", he says, "is no currency, Which will retain
its value when passed on to someibody else. It is a commodity shaped
dn the course of centuries and tied indissolubly to its possesisor, to his
history, to the qualities and capacities which are proper to him." 1 3

Once again Geyl, in denying its suitalbility to anybotiy but Westerners,
betrays the Western heritage he claims to defend. Indeed, he also
betrays his own ideals, without as much as notioing his inconsistency.
For a few pages earlier, he had argued the other way round:
"Civilization seemed to them [i.e., many Westerns intellectuals] to

32 Ibid., p. IS.
13 Geyl, op. cit., p. 18. The italics are mine.
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be safe only with a social elite. It seemed to them the property of the
aristocratie or well-to-do bourgeois group to whiöh they themseWes
belonged, and they could mot help thinking that its fate was bound up
indissolubly with their own." 14 The repetition of the word "indis-
solubly" gives us a clue to what Geyl is, unwittingly, pretending as
far as the peoples of the non-Western world are concerned. What he
is really doinig is to proclaim the Western1 community an aristocracy,
and to deny to non-Westerners, apparently even to ithose who are
scholars or statesmen, the capacities whioh he previously had had no
qualms in granting to every Western peasant and labourer.

Geyl, clearly, 'has less confidence than the universalists in the vitality
of Western culture. To him, Western values count only if they are
"tied indissolubly" to Western man. His plea for a belief in Western
civilizaition therefore amounts to a plea for a belief, in the fate of all
the evidence, in the permanence of Western superiority. Stripped of
its phraseology, his appeal is notfiing more than so much whistling
in the dark.

From a more universal point of view, Western supremacy has been
a brief intermezzo in the long history of human civilization. Just as
Western man was once able to profit from what Jan Romein has called
the dialeotics of progress in turning his arrears compared with Asian
civilizations intto an a'dvanitage, so may Asian peoples be able to over-
take the West in their assimilation of Western civilization, which at
that stage would no longer be called "Western" but simply "mo'dern".
But even ithen, Western man would still have rea^son to be proud of
the indelibly laisting contribution which the best of Western minds
have made to humain progress.

There is, then, no contradiction between attempts to look upon world
history from a universal point of view and Baistin's statement that
history as practised even by contemporary Asian scholars is "history
in the Western tradition".15 What the historica! discipline needs is
not a complete reversal in approach, but a broadening of its base. Yet
even this task requires "a revolutionary reappraisal, ïiï not of existing
historical metbdds and techniques" as suggested 'by Bastin, then at
least "of exiistinig historical concepts and periodization." 16

Recent pulblicaltions 'by Smail and Benda in the Journal of Southeast

14 Ibid., p. 9. Again my italics.
15 Bastin, op. cit., p. 17.
18 Ibid., p. 17.
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Asian History17 demonstrate that the implementation of this task,
which aceordimg to Bastin had not been aittempted at the time of his
Iecture, is today well underway.

The seconid problem toudhed upon in Basltin's Iecture is the moral
issue. Smail has convintiingly demonstrated that writing Asian history
from an Asia-centric viewpoint i's a very different thing indeed from
merely putting colonial 'history on its head. When Asian hiistorians
limit themselves to a reversal of the story as told by colonial historians,
substituting pluses for minuses and minuses for pluses-, the only result
is that a colonial myth is replaced by a n'ational myth. It is sti'11 the
parochial colonial outlook which imposes its struclture upon the his-
toirical narrative.

But such a naïve reversal of value-judgemerits is very different
indeed from what the universaliists are attempting to do. Their maiin
aim is simply to f ree the narrative from the eulogistic element which
orept in at a time when, in the words of Nehru quoted iby Bastin, the
victors' version was given prominence amd neld the field. Again, their
aittitude is rélativistic. In the same way the Dutch historian dealing
with Anglo-Dütch relations in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries
must develop a sense of objectóvity and balance, the Western historian
dealing with the colonial situation must develop a sense for the other
man's point of view. Where Bastin refers to the late Jan Romein and
myself as having managed, in our joint work A World on the Move,
"ito convey the idea to their readers that a gentle and peace-loving
Asia was invaded by warring- Westerners, who brought nothing with
*hem but an inisatiable greed for riches, and banbaric methods of
conquest",18 it is he who manages to convey a distorted picture of
what we were actually attempting to do. A few quotations from the
book may suffice to i'llustrate my point.

From the first part of the opening section, "The Asia of the Ages",
I should like to cite a passage which. follows immediatdy upon a
description of die magnlificent cultures of tihe East.

As we 'have pointed out, however, the masses of the people had
nö share in that wealth, power, and culture other than that it was

1T For Smail's publication see note 2; see further Harry J. Benda, "The Struc-
ture of Southeast Asian History", in Journal of Southeast Asian History,
Vol. III, No. 1 (March, 1962), pp. 106 ff.

18 Bastin, op. cit., p. 21.
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ültimately 'their lalbour which brought about the prosperity of the
upper classes, which provided the miers their financial means and
ithe scholars and artists the free time needed for their precious
creations. Asian poverty, on the other hand, has become just as
proverbial as Oriental magnificence, and it is the former which
(has paid for the latter. The peasant, the tenant, the coolie paid
wiith their sweat in the treadmil'l of everyday existence — paid
with a lack of (the most needed things, with an infant mortality
of sometimes as much as eighty per cent, paid not infrequently
with the safe of their daughters, as in China to become the slave
girl of the 'landlord or in Japan to learn the trade of geisha.
Or paid sometimes with the sale of themselves, for example to
drive a rickshaw in Singapore, forever in the service of sömeone
else, to end up, perhaps, in an opium den. And everywhere in
Asia the masses paid with sickness, hunger, and death. And if
they had been alble to acquire some property: a erop in a field,
a house with a vegetaible garden, a goat, a buffailo, every few
years one disaster or another would come to take it away again:
a erop faïlure, a break in /the dikes, a flash flood, or else the ruler
(to whom all surplus was due, the landlord who demanded bis
back rent out of the next harvest, or a band of plundering soldiers,
demobiilised without pay, who rava'ged the land. It was not for
nothing thait in China soldiering was the most disdained profes-
sion of all.19

I may also refer to iWhe illustrationis on pages 35 and followirig. Do
tihey portray "a genitle and peace-loving Asia" ?

And as for our treatment of colonial pölicies, Bastin should at least
have noticed that, after having pointed out the lust for profit accom-
panying "The Intrusion of the West", we also imdicated its counterpart:

Just as nothing in hisitory produces only profit, however, in
the same way nothing produces only loss. Anyone who does not
wish to falsify history must recognise it as true that practically
the onily aim of European and American colonialism and im-
perialism was that of making profit, but at the same time he must
Tecogwise that that lust for profit necessitated abolishing or at
least combatting some of the worst Asian abuses. The capitalism
penetrating into Asia 'has sometimes been caMed the fringe of gold

19 A World on the Move (Amsterdam, 1957), pp. 21—22.
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on Asia's beggar's cloak. Rightly so: it was no more than a
fringe, but the fringe was sometimes indeed of gold. The in-
habitants of the countries 'had to be given a modem education
in order to keep a modern society functioning. That required
secondary schools and universities. Workers in modern factories
had to be aible to read and write and have some notion of the
machines they operated. That required primary schools and tech-
nical schools. If the plaintations of tobacco, sugar, coffee, tea, and
rubber were to produce more, the workers had to have some
understamding of the products. If coolies were not to be absent
from work half the time because of illness, hygienic conditions
had to be improvöd, that is to say, water systems had to be built,
health education given, clinics and hospitals founded, and so
many similar tbings done. And it all happeined too rarely, too
slöwly, too hesitantly, but it èïd happen.20

Again, the illustrations in A World on the Move (pages 69 and
following) complete the pioture, which is decidedly less blaok-andTwhite
than could be deduced from Bastin's accusati'on ithat in our presentation
colonial rule accounts for "nothiing but an inisatiaible greed for riches,
and barbaric methöds of conquest".

But if the historian miust attémpt to transcenid particularistic, national-
or ethnic-oriented value-judgements, this does not necessarily imply
that he has to ishun all moral value-judgements. As Geyl states, if a
historian wante to depict the past in an intelligible connection, he will
have to «urvey it "from a point of view".21 This point of view will
inevitably be tied up with value-judgements, as the historian perceives
them, but it need not be a point of view determined by national or
supra-national myths, "European" or otiher, as Geyl appears to assume.
A universalist attitude is not value-free, but it starts from the assump-
ti'on that there are humaln values which transcend parochialism. A moral
condemnation of the evils of colonialism may issue from such universal
values, even though a sense of the relative will lead the historian to
recognize the anachronisbic dharacter of value-judgements applied ex
post facto to actioms committed at a time when other values dominated
poliitical life. True, he may be substituting a new, universal, myth for
the old national myths. Let it 'be so; the belief in a value-free sociology,

2 0 Ibid., pp. 22—23.
2 1 Geyl, op. cit., p. 14.
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or a vailue-free history for that matter, is no more 'than a myth itself.22

At this point, Bastin appears to disagree in no uncertain terms:
"The historian," he says, "is not concerned with the justification or
condemnation of colonialism — that is not bis task; he is concerned,
rather, to undersitand and to explain this phenomenon of colonialism".23

And further on: " . . . he muist accept the f acts as they are, and try to
interpret them. His task is finished when he hais done this, for the
passing of moral judgments is none of his business." 2 4

This is an understanidaible poimt of view, and one afoout which a great
deal could be said, both pro and con. Unfortunately, Bastin is far from
consistent in defending it. Early in his lecture, he stetes that "there
are no laws, no paitternis to be found in history: there are onJy those
laws and patterns which individual historians impose upon the historical
evidence, or lack of evidence." 25 If tthis were really so, it is hard to
see how a historian could ever "understanid" or "explain" any phe-
nomenon. On the other hand, if history as a discipline consists of
individual interpretations and nothing more, it is equailly hard to see
from what source this subjectivity could denive other tihan from the
subjeetivity of individual value-judgements. It would seem to me that
if Bastin really wishes to stick to his value-free history, he should
elaborate his thinking at greater lengCh and depth.

But itlhe weakest point in Bastin's argument is that it is impossible
to understand why, if he really wants to exclude moral value-judge-
menfts from 'history, he repeatedly quotes Geyl witih so much relish.
For, from beginnin'g to end, if Geyl's valeidictory leoture was anything,
it was an emótional outburst of a man arguing solely in terms of moral
value-judgements. The topic of his lecture was no more and no less
than "the salvation of Western civilization". The term "sentimentalist
school", applied by Baistón so lightly as a lalbel for Romein and myself
as exponents of the Uniiversi'ty of Amsterdam, might therefore better
be reserved for Geyl of Utrecht who in Bastin's opinion "dealt such
a devastating blow" to our vision of colonial history, but who in fact
did nothing other than, in Bastin's own terminology, "gild the past"
to the advantage of his own community, the West. If Bastin really

2 2 Alvin W. Gouldner, Anti-Minotaur: The Myths of a Value-Free Sociology
(Presidential address delivered at the annual meeting of the Society for the
Study of Social Problems, August, 1961).

2 3 Bastin, op. cit., p. 21.
2 4 Ibid., pp. 21—22.
2 5 Ibid., p. 8.
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wants to take into account moral value-judgements, he should do so
explicitly, in'stead of trading behind a screen of value-freedbm and at
the same time applauding a position Which is clearly conditioned by
nothing but moral judlgemente different from those Bastin attacks.

In short, it is to be regretted that Bastin has so narrowly tied his
inaugural lecture to Geyl's vaJledictory. This rather one-sided orien-
tation has prevented him from leaving *he Utrecht historian's address
for what it was — a parting sennon, voicing echoes from the past —
and inauguratóng, instead, a genuine fresh start in our approach to
Asian history.

W. F. WERTHEIM
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